Richard Karel (*Demon No.1*)
Charismatic chairman of art dealing company, Karel & Roth.
Age: Unknown
Nationality: Unknown
Kurtis Breislin  
The grandson of Gerhard Breislin, master servant to the Kriegler household.  
**Age.** 29 Yrs old.  
**Nationality.** German  
**Place of work:** Unknown.  
A perfectionist, he is extremely intolerant of ineptness and stupidity.  Carries a Luger Nambu Type 14.
Dr Grant Mull (Demon No2.)...... Pestilence
Mysterious head of the Church Botanic Foundation
Age: Unknown
Nationality: Unknown
**William Raynard**
The head of Lara’s research team, based in London’s British Museum.

**Age.** 52 Yrs old.

**Nationality.** British

Mainly based in the B.M but occasionally travels to dig sites, he is involved heavily in project funding….A close personal friend to Lara, who has helped her through difficult times since her episode in Egypt.
**Lemuel Boaz (Demon No.2.) …… Shadow**

Mysterious boss of top Russian law firm Boaz & Ganza.

**Age:** Unknown

**Nationality:** Russian
Alice Weathers
The youngest research team Member
Age: 17 yrs old.
Nationality. British
An undergraduate from Oxford University on her last year out of her degree in Historical Science. Young, enthusiastic and very meticulous, probably due to her Chinese heritage on her mothers side. Desperately seeking the experience Lara has gained over the years.
Ray Carver
Supervising member of Lara’s research team.

Age. 38 Yrs old.

Nationality. Canadian
Canadian born and schooled. Has been in England most of his adult life working on European historical sites for various organizations. Fanatical about mountaineering and other outdoor activities.
The “Great Profundo” (Demon No3.) ……Magician
World renowned magician and hypnotist.
Age: Unknown
Nationality: Unknown
Nigel Brennan
Museum research team member.
Age: 28 yrs old.
Nationality. British
Not very bright is our Nigel!. Most likely on the team through his parents connection with museum funding bodies. Treats others on the team with contempt, and does not like to follow orders. He’s frequently in open confrontation with Alice Weathers over his sloppy research.
**Lux Veritatis Founder**
Founding member of the LUX Veritatis, a high order faction of the Templar Knights. Sworn to be guardians of the Nephelim

*Age:* Unknown  
*Nationality:* German